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Runners and hurdlers: 
Introduction 

 

 

 

A guiding philosophy 

You can base your hope on having a good day by just 
doing your best… or you can invest in learning how to 
become the best even when you’re having a bad day! 
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WHY BOTHER? 
If you type ‘job interview’ into Google it will return a google number of 
articles about principles or methods you could use to ace them. Despite 
this, my experience of conducting upwards of a thousand interviews, and 
reviewing tens of thousands of CVs and accompanying letters for jobs in 
sports performance, tells me that either: 

a) Very few people read these articles;  

b) Applicants read the articles but ignore them because they’re 
obviously written for prudes, and surely, in this age of freedom and 
authenticity, ad-libbing freestyle is far superior to preparation, 
organisation of thought and clarity of communication;  

c) The prospective candidates didn’t really want the job anyway; they 
just really fancied a nine-hour round trip from the outer reaches of the 
land and felt that stuttering, fumbling and sighing through a somewhat 
predictable set of questions would be pleasurable.  

 

Inquisition-style interviews are not generally accepted as the best way to 
assess a candidate’s commitment and employability, as they tend to feel 
staged and stilted, with the to-and-fro question-and-answer sessions 
failing to reach far beyond the nervous veneer. Panel interviews work well 
for senior roles, but I personally think group interviews and tasks work 
especially well for many others because this quickly gets behind people’s 
masks (more on that later). Group interviews test the need for diplomacy, 
negotiation, tact, co-coaching, support, magnanimity and listening skills on 
an equal footing with knowledge, logic, discipline-specific understanding, 
explanatory powers and the ability to press a point, all of which are 
required in the actual job. Asking someone how they would do or have 
done these things as an interview question, on the other hand, yields an 
answer that is subject to the candidate’s own bias, interpretation and 
representation. In group interviews candidates don’t tell people what 
happened or what they did – they show it! 

If delivered with due consideration, the classic interview can do a 
decent job of separating the good from the bad; the runners and the also-
rans. But this book isn’t for those who prefer not to run. It’s for the runners 
who didn’t know there were obstacles in the way that they would need to 
hurdle. It’s for those who lacked guidance or should have known better; 
those who should have done their homework or sought more vocational 
advice at university. It’s for those who should have been bolder and asked 
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a mentor figure honest, open questions, such as “How should I prepare for 
and perform in an interview?” or “How can I do well in an interview?”, and 
invested in some professional support.  

The reality is, few people bother to do the research, preparation and 
due diligence for a moment that could potentially decide whether or not 
they’re appointed to their dream job. Isn’t that weird? Some applicants 
spend thousands of pounds on a technical course and hundreds on a nice 
interview outfit but don’t invest in professional support when it comes to 
applying for jobs. The fact you’ve bought this book is a good sign and 
suggests you have potential as a hurdler! 

 

RUNNER OR HURDLER? 
I should add that this book is also for the runners who have previously got 
stuck on the first hurdle because they weren’t expecting it to be there or 
to be so high. Hurdlers who got beaten by better hurdlers, this is also for 
you! Don’t give up, as you may still have what is needed to take the leap. 
I’ll show you how. Finally, this book is for hurdlers who are already up and 
running in their careers because you might also find it useful. 

I’ve used these pages to describe what I consider to be the essential 
components when it comes to applying for a job in sports performance. 
It’s a personal view, and I sure ain’t perfect, no siree, but I’ve seen many 
fall at the first hurdle, and that saddens me. By the way, reading this book 
won’t get you the job all by itself. Even if you follow it step by step you’ll 
need the experience required to back it up (more on that later), but it 
might reduce the odds of you getting lost, failing to answer the questions 
or becoming instantly forgettable.  

Oh, and another thing… Many companies differ in the way they 
interview, and in the policies they must adhere to. The methods and ideas 
I’ve shared here were formed out of my work at the English Sports Council 
(now Sport England), the British Olympic Association and the English 
Institute of Sport, and from interviewing as a technical assessor for 
numerous professional teams and country sports institutes and bodies 
around the world. The core concepts remain the same in many cultures, 
systems and teams, and are common among a range of industries. I have 
tried to prioritise these in the pages that follow. 

The First Hurdle aims to focus your attention on the importance of 
being yourself (Chapter 2); understanding the interviewer’s thoughts 
(Chapter 3); how to find work (Chapter 4); how to improve your application 
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paperwork (Chapter 5); what to expect and do before the interview, and 
how to recognise the characters that tend to appear in interview situations 
(Chapter 6); what to expect at the start of the interview (Chapter 7); 
tackling the question that will most likely differentiate you in a positive or 
negative way (Chapter 8); how to add structure to your interview answers 
(Chapter 9); how to address team-oriented questions (Chapter 10); the 
importance of finding the right balance to questions about yourself 
(Chapter 11); ensuring that you finish the interview well (Chapter 12); the 
way group interviews work and how to outperform the competition 
(Chapter 13); what to expect from practical tests and tasks (Chapter 14); 
guidance for the growing trend of virtual interviews (Chapter 15); specific 
advice aimed at those applying for senior roles, including management 
and leadership positions (Chapter 16); how to obtain feedback after the 
interview (Chapter 17); and a few closing thoughts thrown in for 
interviewees and interviewers (Chapter 18). The appendix includes an 
overview of the legalities of unpaid internships from Employment Lawyer 
Simon Bond as well as a synopsis of the various sport performance career 
routes broken down by discipline.  

Along the way I’ll explain why interviewers ask what they ask so you’re 
able to answer their questions more effectively. You’ll find plenty of 
example questions throughout, with some helpful dos and don’ts, all of 
which (yes, all) I have personally observed. I also have a few stories to tell 
you to illustrate some key points. 

I hope you find the book useful and enjoyable. Above all, I hope it helps 
you polish up your interview skills, head off any mistakes you might have 
found yourself making without realising, differentiate yourself from all the 
other applicants and demonstrate that you’re worth investing in. 
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One principle: You can’t be 
anybody else 

 

 

 

A guiding philosophy 

If you feel overwhelmed trying to remember all the 
frameworks and models about being effective, you’re not 
alone. Being true to your core values and personal nature 
is a good place to start when refining your performance. 
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YOU 
At interview, the first and most important principle to follow is: 

 

Be yourself.  

 

On the off-chance that this book goes viral – purchased by hotel managers 
around the world to lull people to sleep – we may have succeeded in 
recreating an interview version of the Ryanair speedy boarding pass, 
whereby everyone buys one and then no one benefits. If you produce the 
same performance as all the other aspiring professionals you will be back 
to square one as you won’t have differentiated yourself. But don’t worry. 
The book isn’t likely to go viral and you can rest assured that you’re already 
a step ahead by buying it so that you can brush up on your techniques for 
acquiring work. 

Although much of my advice is about putting your best foot forward 
toward the first hurdle, no interviewer wants to see a formulaic 
performance. The tips and tricks that follow are focused on behaviours, 
courtesies and managing poor habits. They are not about trying to turn 
you into a robot.  

 

STEP UP 
This doesn’t mean you can turn up and not ‘perform’. You have to be able 
to step up as well as being yourself. Imagine going in for knee surgery – no 
wait, let’s go for eye surgery – and just before the anaesthetist puts you 
under, your surgeon comes over and says, “Ooh, I had such a bad night’s 
sleep last night. To be honest, I’m struggling to concentrate today. 
Anyway, see you when you wake up!”  

I wonder if you can spot the problem with this. While the surgeon has 
certainly been authentic, she hasn’t stepped up. We all need to be 
authentic and true to ourselves, but if that means expressing yourself in a 
way that allows the slightest flicker of doubt to cross the mind of a 
prospective employer you’re failing to perform and put your best foot 
forward, and will fall head first into the first hurdle.   

How can you safely be yourself? Here are some ideas: 
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• By using humour 

• By engaging in small talk 

• By being charming  

• By taking delight in meeting people 

• By showing balance in your answers 

• By discussing how it feels when you’re working 

• By priming your brain with things you’re appreciative of to 
set the right mood 

 

Each of these elements will be required at an appropriate level if you want 
to develop rapport and trust. We’ll be exploring this level throughout the 
book. 

It is possible to ‘trick’ an interviewer into thinking you’re the right 
person for the job. Trust me, I’ve been tricked, made mistakes and learnt 
from them (hence how I came to write the book). It is possible to learn or 
to intrinsically know what the interviewer wants you to say, and in so doing 
‘game’ the interview.  

Jeffrey Pfeffer, Professor of Organisational Behaviour at Stanford 
University, calls this phenomenon ‘smart talk’ or ‘hot air’ statements that 
sound good but offer no depth of experience, understanding or contextual 
sensitivity. This book is no use if you want to take the shortcut to guff. 
Trust me, you don’t want to go down that route anyway. Blagging your 
way into a job is a recipe for disaster. You will eventually get found out as 
you eventually drop the facade and become your true self… and if that 
exposes a mismatch between what you want and what the employer 
wants, trouble will lie ahead. This will lead to consternation and 
dissatisfaction on both sides. In worst-case scenarios you’ll get moved on 
or you’ll need to make that choice for yourself. This eventuality isn’t that 
unusual, and believe me it’s painful for everyone involved.  

A good interviewer will suss you out by tuning in to what you say, how 
you say it, why you said it, when you said it and who you mentioned. They 
will also tune in to what you didn’t say, how you didn’t say it, why you 
didn’t say something else, why you chose not to say something at all and 
who you decided not to mention.  
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So take note that we will be exploring how to give a full, frank and 
authentic account of yourself here. 
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Thank you for reading. 

If you’re interested in reading the rest of the book Amazon or 
Supporting Champions; 

  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/First-Hurdle-Steve-Ingham/dp/0995464375/
https://supportingchampions.co.uk/the-books/
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About the author 
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More from Steve 

Take a look at his bestselling book, How to Support a Champion: The art of 
applying science to the elite athlete 

Listen to the Supporting Champions podcast, which features stories, 
insights and lessons from the world of high performance. 

Dig deeper by taking one of Steve’s online courses. If you liked this 
book, you’ll love the Graduate to Performance course. 

Book Steve as your motivational speaker on the topic of ‘Developing 
high-performance teams’.  

 

supportingchampions.co.uk

https://supportingchampions.co.uk/
https://supportingchampions.co.uk/
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